The Washington Revels presents

The Christmas Revels

A Celebration of The Winter Solstice 2003

Roads of the Roma

Introducing

Khânci Doğ
Romani band from Budapest, Hungary in their premier visit to the United States

With

Anna Menendez
Dancing flamenco

Richard Marlow
Guitar

Alexander Fedoríouk
Cimbalom

Susan Worland
Violin

And

Oran Sandel as Old Rom

Featuring

The Revels Kumpania (Chorus, Dancers, Children & Teens) with the Zlakni Vetar Brass and the Nritya-Tarangi Dance Troupe

Roberta Gasbarre artistic director
Judith Harrison & Charlie Pilzer music directors
Cindy Speas executive director & producer
Autumn Wilson production manager

December 5-7 and 12-14, 2003
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays

Lisner Auditorium
The George Washington University
Imagine a people without a country searching for a home, steeped in family tradition and music, pursued by prejudice and misunderstanding: Imagine a people forced into many migrations over the centuries, first searching for a new homeland, then enslaved, then wandering to avoid slavery and then “settling” in a modern, ghettoized way. Imagine that throughout all the centuries, at the heart of everything, is the love of community and music. Many call them Gypsies, travelers, wanderers — they call themselves...the Roma.

This year’s Christmas Revels follows the path of the great migration of the Roma in an era that is timeless. The journey begins with folk dancing from the western Indian province of Gujarat, and the Indian New Year’s Festival of Lights (Diwali). The Roma left India in the tenth century and traveled west to Persia and Turkey, where we will celebrate the Festival of Eid that ends the fasts of Ramadan. Then we move westward to the swirling circles of mid-winter Balkan dances from Macedonia and Bulgaria. We will greet the Christmas season among the glorious sounds of carols from Romania and Hungary and the haunting strains of the cimbalom and violin. We will join the caravans traveling to honor the Gypsy Saint, Sara Kali, in Saintes Maries-de-la-mer on the coast of southern France, and we will meet, finally, at a crossroads in Spain, amidst the soul-searing music and dance of authentic flamenco.

The Romani tribes were influenced by many cultures along the great migration — they celebrated religious holidays in every country according to their own preferences — and they have continued to embellish, color and layer their music and language with the rituals and traditions of every place they have lived. The Roma are truly citizens of the world, and in a 21st century where tensions are heightened by cultural and religious misconceptions, we hope that the story of the survival of the Romani as a people may serve as a beacon for those who would end prejudice and oppression against those less fortunate.

Where there is music, there is joy; where there are families, there are stories to be carried forward; where there is a road ahead, there is survival — and in that incredible tale lies the path ahead for all of us.
1. Balkan Brass Prelude:

Throughout Eastern Europe the sound of a Balkan brass band evokes the oriental content and rigid, martial styles associated with the original 19th century Turkish military bands heard throughout the region. However, the modern Balkan brass band sound has creatively been transformed to include Romani rhythms, jazz improvisations, folk melodies, and in many cases electric amplification (wedding music and coffee house styles).

The Zlatni Vetar (GOLDEN WIND) Brass

2. Here We Come A-Wassailing:

For twenty-one years audiences in Lisner Auditorium have welcomed the season by joining Revelers on stage in a rousing opening carol. This year we sing a wassailing song which would have been sung by the “waits” as they caroled from door to door in a village, bringing luck for the New Year to their neighbors. There are many variants of this English folk song, and this version is arranged by Marshall Barron.

SONG LEADER: Greg Lewis

All sing:

We are not daily beggars
That beg from door to door,
We are your neighbor’s children
Whom you have seen before.
Chorus

God bless the master of this house,
Likewise the kistress too,
And all the little children
That round the table go.
Chorus
3. Traveller’s Carol:

Our twentieth century community prepares for the journey ahead as we sing (in call and response with the audience) this popular Catalonian carol, with words written for Revels by Susan Cooper.

Chorus sings, followed by the audience singing the words in bold, using this tune:

```
Here we come to - gath - er.
```

Travelers from every land,
Here we come together.
Following the Christmas call,
Braving wind and weather.
Mother, daughter, father, son,
Sisters, brothers, every one,
On this holy day,
On this day, on this day,
For all days passing,
This is like no other.

Dawn to dusk we journey on,
Bound for celebration.
Traveling across the world,
Drawn from every nation.
On the long, long road,
On the road, on the road,
To rejoice together,
At the new year’s turning.

Every mile our numbers grow,
Joining hands in greeting.
On the hard and wintry way,
To our joyful meeting.
Through the storm-clouds’ icy cold,
This one hope all travelers hold,
To come home at last,
To come home, to come home,
To a glowing Christmas
And a bright tomorrow.

4. Khanči Doš:

Roma tradition bearers sing music from the Romani diaspora. The vibrant and exuberant music is our first glimpse that we may be traveling far from Lisner Auditorium and Washington, D.C.

India

As we begin our travels, the children ask Old Rom, the oldest member of the tribe and the archetypal storyteller, where the Gypsies came from. His Darane Swatura, or “Big Story” in the Romani language of Romanes, takes us back in time to the beginning of the great migration.

OLD ROM:  Gran Sandel  DOMARI WOMAN:  Monica Mohindra

5. Navratri:

This festival of nine nights of celebration and dance is dedicated to the Mother or Divine Goddess who represents the all-powerful universal energy that destroys evil and protects the righteous. The folk dance Garba-Raas is still performed today in the western Indian state of Gujarat. Garba (from the Sanskrit word garbadeep, meaning a lamp inside a pot) is a circular dance performed by women wearing colorful embroidered textiles that bring the arid landscape to life. They dance with Garba pots on their heads, symbolizing the Universe and the light of Universal Energy shining through. As the celebration progresses, the Garba gives way to a more energetic stick dance, Dandiya Raas, in which dancers join the circle holding small polished sticks or dandiyas, striking them together as they whirl to the intoxicating rhythms. The Raas has its roots in the legendary dance between Krishna, an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, and the village maidens, symbolizing the joyful dance of the human soul with God.

Nritya-Tarangi (DANCING WAVES) Dancers

6. Diwali:

Most scholars believe that the Roma left India in the 10th century and traveled west. They would certainly have celebrated Diwali, from the Sanskrit Deepavali, meaning lights in a row. This Festival of Lights is celebrated nationally in India to welcome Lakshmi, consort of Lord Vishnu, also known as the Goddess of wealth and prosperity. It is celebrated with Rangoli designs painted in front of houses, floral decorations, fireworks and rows of diyas (oil lamps) that symbolize the age-old desire to drive away the darkness of ignorance with the light of knowledge.
7. Percussion & Metalwork:
The Romani tribes carried with them the skills and tools they needed to make a living on the road. The tinsmiths and metal workers made prized pieces to sell and also found a deep, musical richness in the rhythms of their work.

Larry Weiner and chorus men

8. Call to Prayer:
The daily fasts of Ramadan, the ninth month of the Islamic Calendar, are designed to increase spiritual awareness and gratitude as well as generosity to those less fortunate. Each daily fast invites all participants to control not only physical appetites but also negative emotions and actions. The call to prayer signals the beginning of Eid al-Fitr, a festival breaking the fast of the last day of Ramadan. The feast days are spent visiting friends and family, giving special gifts and treats to children, and offering charity to the needy.

Soloist: Amer Tobing

9. Niška Banja:
A lively tune in Serbian and Romani dialects celebrates the “good time” to be had in this little town near Niš, in Serbia. It sets the scene for a čoček, a Romani line dance from Macedonia. Listen for the fascinating 9/16 rhythm, almost too quick to count.

Soloists: Tzvety Weiner, Bryndyn Weiner

10. Tin Tin, Ozdolu idu and Pluğaşor:
The children play and sing for their parents. “Tin Tin Tini Mini Hanim,” refers to a “pretty little lady” and it is a variant of the “Halay” that is danced by the Kurdish population of Eastern Turkey. A more recent variant, simply called “Teen” has become popular in Armenia. “Ozdolu idu” is a Bulgarian tune about a many-colored cart bumping down the road. “Pluğaşor cu Şase Boi” is a song about one of the most popular New Year’s customs in Romania. It tells about the “little plow,” a remnant of ancient agricultural traditions from Roman times. Groups of young children walk a plow decorated with evergreens from house to house, scattering seeds, cracking their whips and ringing bells, all to wish health, prosperity and happiness to every villager.

11. Winter in Bulgaria:
The men’s chorus sings “Sednala E Malka Moma” as our Bulgarian children extend good luck to family, friends and visitors by tapping everyone in the house with small, specially decorated sticks called Sooroovachki. The women sing “Shirijte Se Malki Momi” to accompany Laduvane (the singing of the rings), a traditional Bulgarian ritual celebrated to predict upcoming marriages. Maidens bring “silent water” drawn from a well, and one by one they drop in rings and flowers with tokens that, when withdrawn, will foretell the future of each woman. (Musical translations and transcriptions of both tunes by Carol Freeman) The men sing “Stani, Stani” while boys and unmarried young men called Kolodari travel through Bulgarian villages dancing with long carved oak sticks called Koledarki, thus ensuring prosperity and good health for everyone. (Musical transcription by Tzvety Weiner)

12. Good King Wenceslas:
King Wenceslas ruled Bohemia for five years and died in 929 in his early twenties. He is remembered today as the patron saint of the Czech Republic. The music is from a 13th century song called Tempus Adest Floridum, or “Spring Has Unwrapped Her Flowers.” The words were written in 1853 by John Mason Neale, a cleric more interested in the Victorian ideal of charity than the actual Wenceslas
The Feast of Stephen is celebrated on December 26.

KING: James Harkless       PAGE: Ben Names

All sing First and Final verses:

First: Good King Wenceslas looked out

On the feast of Stephen
Where the snow lay round about,
Deep and crisp and even.

Brightly shone the moon that night
Though the frost was cruel,
When a poor man came in sight
Gathering winter fuel.

Final: In his master's steps he trod,
Where the snow lay dented;
Heat was in the very sod
Which the saint had printed.

Therefore, all good men, be sure,
Wealth or rank possessing,
Ye who now will bless the poor
Shall yourselves find blessing.

13. Khanđi Đoš:
The Romani celebrated the religious and cultural holidays of the countries they traveled through, adding many spiritual layers to their beliefs in good and evil spirits.

14. Cimbalom solo:
The cimbalom is an unusual instrument that can be traced historically to the Orient. Early Asiatic nomads (particularly invaders from Mongolia and China) and the roaming Gypsy tribes from India, carried the instrument to all parts of Europe and the Middle East. An early ancestor from Arabia was called the kannel (or qanun), a musical gourd box with metal or gut strings strung across one or two bridges, played by striking the strings with a pair of metal mallets. Today there are two types of cimbalom: a small, portable one, much like a hammered dulcimer, and a larger one with a pedal like those on a piano.

CIMBALOM: Alexander Fedoriouk

15. Iată Vin Colindători, Florile Dalbe:
Arrangements of these centuries-old, traditional carols from Romania can be found on the Colindătorii compact disc, produced by George and Larissa Lucaci, local Washington, D.C. descendants of Romanian immigrants, used here by permission. The first welcomes the advent of the carolers in the brightly shining dawn; the second, sung with the children is “Snow White Flowers” and heralds the seasonal flower-like patterns of frost on the windows.

SOLOISTS: Elizabeth Fulford Miller, John Clewett, Jennifer Rutherford
CONDUCTING: Donna Simonton

16. Căluș:
In an ancient Romanian ritual dance similar to the English Morris Dance, the dancers wear white costumes adorned with bells and use sticks while dancing. The familiar mummers-like ritual includes a masked, mute fool called the “Mut” who unaccountably speaks—bantering with the villagers and goading the dancers. Originally the Căluș was a healing ritual ensuring protection from malevolent forces and fertility for the ensuing year. The dancers jump over the infirm to endow them with strength and good health, and the garlic or sprigs of wormwood they wear are “stolen” by onlookers for health and protection.

DANCERS: John Bartholomew, Steve Bilanow, David Giusti, Greg Lewis, Ben Names, Jim Voorhees, Bryndyn Weiner and Larry Weiner, with Ted Schneider as the Cook.

17. Hora șa la Cavall:
The violinist ties a horse hair to the low string and pulls on it with rosined fingers. This unique Romani style of playing was introduced to western audiences in the movie Latcho Drom, a musical odyssey about the music and history of the Roma.

VIOLINIST: Susan Worland
18. Botolo:
In this Romani dance from the Northeastern region of Hungary, the sticks were once used by the
Olah Roma in herding their flocks of pigs, sheep and goats. The mock combatants circle each other
with offensive and defensive movements.

DANCERS: John Bartholomew, Bryndyn Weiner

19. Lord of the Dance:
Sydney Carter’s contemporary lyrics to the Shaker song “Simple Gifts” were choreographed for the
first staged Christmas Revels in 1971 by Carol Langstaff with Shag Graetz and Jonathan Morse, using
a compilation of Morris dance steps from various Cotswold village traditions.

SINGER: Greg Lewis
DANCERS (ALTERNATING): Christopher Lewis, Chimney McTortyre, Jim Voorhees

All sing refrain:
Dance, then, wherever you may be,
I am the Lord of the Dance, said he,
And I’ll lead you all, wherever you may be,
And I’ll lead you all in the Dance, said he.

Intermission

Round for Peace:
Words by Jean Ritchie
RECORDED: David Giusti
All sing:

Part 2
On the Road: Porrajmos

20. Porrajmos:
The Roma refer to the darkness of the Holocaust as “The Devouring” or Porrajmos. During World
War II hundreds of thousands of Roma were interned in concentration camps, many never to return
to their families. The child’s question of being forced to move or forced to stay reflects not only this
terrible time in history, but also the modern prejudice, oppression and forced ghettos the Roma still
experience around the globe.

DANCER: Anna Menendez  VIOLIN: Susan Worland

21. Oshwitsate:
This song in Romanes is about the twentieth century travails of the Roma in the camps. The singer
asks the blackbird to take his heart and fly with a message to his wife that he is starving in Auschwitz.
22. O Come, O Come, Emmanuel:
This familiar Advent hymn is based on one of the oldest of Christian prayers, referred to as the “O” Antiphons dating back to the 9th century. The first letter of six of the original seven verses spell out a reverse acrostic “SARCORE” or “ero cras”, meaning “I shall be with you tomorrow.” We are familiar with the verses written in the 19th century to a 15th century minor key tune. The references to exile, struggle, and hope for relief from misery are metaphors for our hope that the pain and suffering of the oppressed in today’s world will soon cease.

All sing:

```
O Come, O Come, Emmanuel,
O Come, O Day-spring, from on high,
    And cheer us by your drawing nigh;
O Come, thou Key of David, come,
    And open wide our heavenly home.
That mourns in lonely exile here,
    Un-fail the Son of God, appear.
Disperse the gloomy clouds of night,
    And death's dark shadows put to flight.
Re-joice! Re-joice! Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel.
```

23. Cimbalom and violin duet:

**CIMBALOM:** Alexander Fedoriouk  
**VIOLIN:** Susan Worland

24. Khanët Doñ:
The music most people associate with the Roma is not “real” Gypsy music, but “tourist” Gypsy music. From the time the Roma first arrived in Europe, they learned local forms of music and played them for the natives. They became major preservationists of indigenous folk music throughout Eastern Europe. But there was much that the Roma did not play for gadje (non-Rom). Romani music was danced and sung to honor the kumpania (Romani tribes) and to lighten their trials and burdens.

25. Grast (The Horse):
Some traveling Romani became specialists in horse training and healing. A Romani writer once referred to the horse as the Roma’s “brother”, so important was this honored animal to the Romani way of life. The “horseplay” recognizes a lighthearted, “making the best of it” attitude of those that had to travel on in order to survive.

26. Dunántúli ugrós:
This tune from southwest Hungary (Dunántúli—beyond the Danube) preserves an ancient, precouples dance style. Hearty and physical, with symbolic weapons (sticks for men and bottles on heads for women), this popular version can today be danced as solo, line, circle, star or couples.

**MUSICIANS:** Alexander Fedoriouk and Susan Worland  
**DANCERS:** Cathy Lamont and teens

27. Töret Észik a Cigány:
Hungarian composer and musicologist Zoltan Kodály (1882-1967) wrote this arrangement of two old folk tunes in 1950. The playful, blustery encounter in one tune balances the poetic love song of the other. The reference to Cigány, or Gypsy, was not considered derogatory in that decade, although a linguistic debate swirls today around whether or not to use the term, highlighting continuing social and political concerns of the Roma in today’s world.
France

28. Je Me Suis Levé:
The children welcome us to France with a little folk song about welcoming the dawn of a new king with the voice of a nightingale.

29. Sing We Noël:
This French 16th century carol tune is sung to words written for Revels by Susan Cooper.

All sing:

Spain

30. Sara Kali:
In France a majority of Romani are Catholic, and many follow traditional pilgrimages for religious inspiration. The best known is to Saintes Maries-de-la-Mer in Provence, where a fortress church is constructed around the relics of the Holy Marys, Salomé and Jacobé, who sailed from the Holy Land on a small boat. At their side was a mysterious woman, now hailed as the patron saint of the Roma, Sara Kali. From the 19th century until today, the Roma have gathered in reunions of the kumpania to honor her with music and ceremony. As all the relics are blessed, their statues are marched to the sea; the Bishop blesses Roma and gadje alike. We hear authentic music as sung today in the church and processions. Father Dumas provided “Sainte Marie” and “Salut.” Father François provided “La Prière à Sara” (words by Krys Mestas, music by Pierre Aupy).

SOLOISTS: Mike Matheson, Jose Louis Sanchez, Riki Schneyer
GUITAR: Richard Marlow

31. Mary Come Running:
There are many folk stories about the birth of Christ, and this version from Spain says there were Gypsies at the stable in Bethlehem. The children’s innocent retelling of the story in mummers style starts with Joseph, as the first-time father with his nervous, stereotypical responses about the Romani, and it ends with Mary’s wisdom and understanding of the deep love the Romani have for all children, including her own. Some familiar modern versions of this tale have omitted references to the Roma.

SOLOIST: Elisabeth Myers and children
32. Flamenco Dance:
The dancing of the Romani tribes that settled in Andalusia became the groundwork for what we know as flamenco style dance today. The hand gestures and footwork of this thrilling dance are also reflected in the movements of the Indian Katachali dancer from India who joins in. The similarities in these dances is a prime example of how cultural elements traveled with the Roma from East to West.

**DANCERS:** Anna Menendez and Prachi Dalal
**GUITARIST:** Richard Marlow

33. Khanči Doš:
This final *patshiv*, or meeting of the *kumpania* (Romani tribes), honors the lineage and heritage of the Roma, their homelands and the countries through which they have traveled.

**DANCER:** Bryndyn Weiner

34. Ramo, Ramo:
According to popular legend this melody by B. Milojević was part of a sound track for an Indian movie in the early 1960s. Many Roma have a strong liking for Indian music, and not long after the movie was released a number of Roma “Duvachki Orkestari” (Serbian/Roma Brass Bands) picked up the tune, put Serbian words to the song, and it became an instant hit. The tune also can be found on the sound track of the cult movie *Montenegro* about Yugoslav Rom guest workers in Sweden.

**SOLOISTS:** Milan Cavich, Ivan Gandel, Carl Silvano

35. Caje Šukarije:
This Romani song, “Pretty Girl,” was recorded by Macedonians Esma Redžepova and the Ansambl Teodosievski several decades ago. The passionate music has become popular throughout the Balkans, and is still sung today in concert by Esma, “Queen of the Romani.”

**SOLOISTS:** Joanna Franco and Claudia Hosky

36. The Shortest Day:
This poem, written by Susan Cooper in 1977, has become an annual tradition in all Revels performances throughout the country.

37. Sussex Mummers Carol:
This is a traditional English carol, sung as the ending to a folk play in Horsham, Sussex. In each of the twelve American communities where The Christmas Revels is performed annually, this has become the final parting song with the audience. Arranged by Brian Holmes with descant by Ralph Vaughan Williams.

All sing:

```
God bless the master of this house, With hapi ness be his store;
God bless the mistress of this house, With gold chain round her breast;
God bless your house, your child ren too, Your cat tle and your side;

Where'er his body rides or walks, His God must be his guide.
Where'er her body sleeps or wakes, Lord send her soul to rest.

And send you more and more, And send you more and more.
```
About Khanči Doš

The band was formed in 1987 at Nagyecsed (North Eastern Hungary) and has been playing together for more than ten years. In the early period Khanči Doš interpreted the songs of the local Roma/Gypsy community. One CD has been produced and a second has been recorded but not yet released. The band has twice received Nivo awards at European folk-music festivals.

Khanci Dos personally represents the culture of the three main Roma/Gypsy groups living in Hungary: the so-called Romungro, Vlach and Boyash Roma. The main goal of the band is to create a base for an intercultural and multicultural exchange between the Roma/Gypsy and other people.

The band demonstrates how we can increase mutual understanding and reduce prejudice through the language of music. Khanči Doš now plays songs from Hungarian, Russian, Romanian, Balkan and Greek Gypsy traditions and would like to distribute this treasure all around the world.

Other appearances by Khanči Doš:

December 10, Noon
Library of Congress
Symposium: The Roma in Today’s World

December 11, 1:00pm
Holocaust Museum
Concert

For more information call 202-723-7528
Featuring (in order of appearance):

Oran Sandel, OLD ROM
Alexander Fedorionk, CORIDIM
Susan Woland, VIOLA
Anna Menendez, FLAMENCO ARTIST
Richard Marlow, GUITARIST
Romni (WOMEN OF THE COMPANY)
Theadocia Austen
Ann Bayliss
Andrea J. Blackford
Leah de la Beaujardiere
Jooyce White Granados
Lisa Grosh
Julianne J. Harden
Robin Jones
Diane Kresh
Cathy Lamont
Susan hall Lewis
Diana Lewis-Chun
Elizabeth Fulford Miller
Monica Mohindra
Sara W. Moses
Celina Murphy
Elisabeth R. Myers
Anne O’Donnell
Mari Parker
Constance Ridgway
Symi Rom-Ryner

Stefania Rubino
Jennifer Rutherford
Riki Schneyer
Donna Simonton
Tzvetty Weiner
Diane Behrens Winslow

Romale (MEN of THE COMPANY)
John L. Bartholomew
Peter Behr
Steve Bilanow
Brian Cardell
John Clewett
Barry Gafel
James Harkless
Greg Lewis
Christopher B. Lewis
Michael Matheson
Phinny McIntyre
Milan Pavich
Steven Roth
José Luis Sánchez
Ted Schneider
Jim Voorhees
Brendyn Weiner
Larry Weiner
Flawn Williams
Terry Winslow

Shavona (TEENS of THE COMPANY)
Keegan Cassady
Jessey De Preist
David Giusti
Claudia Hosky
Trevor Lewis
Jasmine Mahboob
Sara McClung
Hendrika McManns
Virginia Ryan
Andra Shapiro
Carl Silvano
Sarah Smith
Cody Squire

Puyos (CHILDREN of THE COMPANY)
Anna Cerf
Talish Donnerholt
Johannes C. Dzidzienyo II
Jody Frye
Armelle Goreux
Blair James
Katie Kleiger
Amy Miller
Ben Names
Jason Noone
Jamie Sandel
Bridgette J. Slater
Lindsey Suzanne Smith
Vidya L. Srinivasan
Cassia Todd

Zlatni Vetar Brass
Robert Poston, DIRECTOR
Robert Birch, TRUMPET
David Cran, TRUMPET
Dave Scianella, TRUMPET
Sharon Tiebert, FRENCH Horn

Percussion
Don Spinelli, TIMPANI

Khani Doş (NO PROBLEM) BUDAPEST BAND
Gusztav Eros, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Zsolt Halanych
Peter Boda
Zsolt Farkas
Zsolt Kalanyos
Hajnalka Orsos

Nritiya-Tarangi Dancers
Theadocia Austen
Nisha Babaara
Sashin Bhargava
Shuan Chaturvedi
Jimin Desai
Prachi Dalal
Neha Govil
Nabila Hai
Ruby Jain
Ami Koldhekar
Omer Majid
Monica Mohindra
Matthew Powell
Meera Seshadri
Sneha Shah

Indian Musicians
Raj Mistri, PERCUSSION
Dhruva Khatildeo, PERCUSSION
Sandeep Rao, SINGER

Handbells
Peter Behr
Andrea Blackford
Robin Jones
Diane Kresh
Elizabeth Fulford Miller
Elisabeth R. Myers
Steven Roth

Muslim Call to Prayer
Amer Tobing

Are you enjoying the Revels?
Revel All Year!
in folk music, dancing, storytelling, and the company of more than 2,000 fascinating members of the Folklore Society of Greater Washington

Information in the lobby or on our website www.fsgw.org

PIFFARO
The Renaissance Band
Announces the release of Trionfo d’Amore e della Morte: Music for a Medici Procession On Ondine Recordings
To order, go to the PiFFARO website: www.piFFARO.com

Convenient At-Home Lessons
Recitals ◀ Recordings

Stephen Bertino, Doctor of Music
Pianist, Piano Accompanist for Classical Music
Limited Friday & Saturday lesson times available.

* Candidate, Indiana University School of Music Call (703) 351-6256
with our apologies to charles dickens...it's our 6th smash hit year!!

washington's zaniest holiday show!
December 17-28, 2003
tickets on sale now!

LINDA ROSE PAYNE
KEVIN REESE
MICHAEL SHARP
in

A Broadway Christmas Carol

created
and directed by
Kathy Feininger

music direction by Howard Breitbart
choreography by Deborah Saady-Forrest

tickets/info:
240.644.1100
www.roundhousetheatre.org

ROUND HOUSE THEATRE
BETHESDA
Production Staff
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DIRECTOR: Roberta Gasbarre
MUSIC DIRECTORS: Judith Harrison and Charlie Pilzer
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DRAMATURGE: Monica Mohindra
SET DESIGNER: Elizabeth Jenkins McFadden
LIGHTING DESIGNER: Colin Bills

Costume Designers: Rosemary Pardoe and Emilie Long
Properties Designer: Susie Ward
Caravan Designer: Bill Clague
Sound Designer: John Regan
Milliner Designer: Mary Combs
Children’s Costume Designer: Cecily Pilzer
Assistant Costume Designer: Kathleen Farasy
Makeup Designer: Peter Zakutansky
Indian Dance Choreographer: Prachi Dalal
Balkan and Romani Dance Consultants: Larry Weiner, Cathy Lamont and Bryndyn Weiner

Feast on eclectic American
cuisine in one of the city’s
oldest hotels...

HOTEL
TABARD INN

Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Every day.

1739 N ST NW WASHINGTON, DC
(202) 785-1277 OR 833-2668
Music Consultant: Carol Freeman
Handbell Arrangements: Judith Harrison
Program Designer: Flannery Design

Production Staff:
Producer: Cindy Speas
Production Manager: Autumn Wilson
Production Stage Manager: Gil Thompson
Stage and Rehearsal Manager: Daphne Williams
Assistant Stage Manager: Laura Hise
Company Manager: Susan Lewis
Children’s Stage Manager: Joanna Robin
Choreography Manager: Elizabeth Fulford Miller
Properties Managers: Jay Douglas and Laura Hise
Costume Manager: Amy Brandenburg
Assistant Costume Manager: Jan Kemper
Choreographic Construction: Joyce Duffy-Bilanow and Margaret Loomis
Makeup Manager: Betsy Ware
Production Assistant: Gabrielle Names and Vanessa Robin
Tech Week Assistant Director: Haley Powell

Technical Staff:
Technical Director: Rob Martin
Master Electrician: Stefan Johnson
Props/Artisan: Joyce Clague, William Clague, Jay Douglas, Lois Dunlop, Bill Fisher, Bruce Miller, Don Names, Walter Penny, Haley Powell, Tommy Wang, Susie Ward
Set Builder: bella faccia, Rob Martin

Audio Description: Audio Description Associates
Audio Documentation: Pete Reiniger, Charlie Pilzer, Airshow Mastering
Photo Documentation: Ken Cobb
Video Documentation: Team Sound & Vision
Braille Programs: Volunteers for the Visually Handicapped
Interpreters for Hearing Impaired: Ava Barnett Morrow and Robin Silverman
Printer: Epiphany Printing Company
Web Manager: Elizabeth Fulford Miller

House Assistance:
House Manager: Marta Schley
Outlet Dress Preview Manager: Rosanne O. Gochnan

Office Staff:
Executive Director: Cindy Speas
Office Manager: James Bradley
Public Affairs: Brooks Belford
Gala Event Specialist: Autumn Wilson
Gala Event Support: Stephanie Smith

Lisner Auditorium Staff
Director: Rosanna Ruscetti
Technical Director/Production Manager: Eric Amnis
Assistant Technical Directors: Colin McGee and Ryan Pfeifer
House Managers: Michele Karver and Mary Scott
Marketing Associate: Carl Graci
Maintenance Engineer: Robert Scott

Congratulations to Colin and his wife on their new baby girl!
A lavishly produced, classic musical tale of King Arthur and his legendary adventures. Molly Smith’s unique artistic vision will thrill audiences into seeing this classic again for the first time!

click www.arenastage.org or call (202) 488-3300
The Washington Revels Board of Directors is grateful to the following individuals, foundations and companies who have contributed to us since December 10, 2002. This list was compiled on November 14, 2003. If your name has been misspelled or omitted, we apologize. Please call 202-723-7528 to let us know.

**Donors**

**Guarantors**
- Altria Group, Inc.
- The Charles Engelhard Foundation & Mrs. Sally Engelhard Pingree
- David & Martha Martin
- Ted & Mary Gene Myer
- William L. Ritchie, Jr.
- Tracy G. Savage
- Mary & Gerry Swepe

**Patrons**
- Veridian/General Dynamics

**Sustainers**
- In memory of Joan Shea Baragwanath
- James & Alice Breed
- Sarah Holmes Briggs

---

**The Hospital for Sick Children**

**Celebrating 120 Years of Caring**

Where do children go when they are released from intensive care, but still not ready to go home? Where do they go to learn how to adapt to lifelong issues relating to chronic illness or their disabilities? They come to The Hospital for Sick Children. For over a century, children and teens have come to the Hospital to receive rehabilitative and transitional care. Our patients, as a result of disease, injury, and premature birth, have complex disabilities that include developmental delays, cerebral palsy, and brain injuries.

We provide the kind of unique care necessary for each child’s well-being. Our therapists develop individually designed programs that focus on maximizing each child’s physical, cognitive, and social abilities. For some children, this means learning how to do the simplest tasks—like drinking from a cup, putting on their clothing, or taking steps for the first time after an injury.

The Hospital for Sick Children is guided by a family-centered philosophy. We not only help the child, we strive to help an entire family understand and accept the challenges ahead. We take pride in providing a nurturing environment of family-centered care so that children and teens can learn, play, and grow while receiving the medical care they need.

1731 Bunker Hill Road, NE • Washington, DC 20017
Main, 202.832.4400 • Toll-free, 1.800.226.4444 • TTY, 202.832.7848
The Washington Revels is a member of the United Arts Organization of Greater Washington. If you wish to donate through a workplace campaign (United Way or CFC), please designate the Revels number #8671.

The Washington Revels is dedicated, through performance, community outreach and education, to revive, nourish and promote the communal celebrations of the cyclical renewal of life that have bound people together through the ages and across all cultures and generations.

“I will be glad to be part of this major celebration of the history and life of the Romani people. It is astonishing how scarce our knowledge of their culture is; how little we know about the uniqueness of their historic path and their life as a diaspora nowadays. Yours is an interesting idea which will help us learn more about the Roma in an imaginative and illustrative way.”

HER EXCELLENCY, ELENE POPTODOROVA, AMBASSADOR FROM THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA HONORARY PATRON OF THE CHRISTMAS REVELS 2003
Supporters
Anonymous
Roderic V.O. Boggs
Tim & Trish Carney
Hope Childe
Donna G. Copson
Joya Bouington Cox

Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Dodge, Jr.
Kevin B. & Sharon W. Dooley
Jay Douglas
Norma & John Dugger
Gandia & Dennis Dulmage
The Elchart Family
Gary E. Foster
Rosaly Fundakawa & Jeffrey Solur
Elizabeth Grimes
Carol Gustafson
Mrs. Frances P. Hamby
James M. Harkless
Lane Heard & Mei Su Teng
Ann McLeren Hechtard
Isabel Jasnowski

Bill & Robbie Kilberg
Caroline Klam & Marjorie Daspit
Michael Lehner
Pardew Lowe Jr.
Tom Connelly & Carla Mcdams
Louise & Sandy Mccormac
Janice E. Mcnenty
David & Linda Meade
Russell Mikel, Allison Horst & Family
Brunson & Paul Oosterhuis
Philip Perkins
M. Challinor & H. Richardson
Sandy & David Robinson
Shelley Rockwell & Thomas Howell
Mark & Dawn Reddy
Arlene Rodomnbc & Rick Morgan
Mattson & Kathleen Scott
Judy Smith
Cindy Speas & John Glewett
Hon. & Mrs. Kenneth W. Starr
Malcolm Stevensen
R. David Taylor
Jim & Marca Woodhams

Special Friends
Anonymous – 10
The Aboussie Family
Donald Adams & Ellen Maland
Frances D. & Robert M. Allen
Richard E. & Anne A. Andrews
Mrs. Robert Amory, Jr.
Julie Arnold
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Asmuth, Ill
Mr. & Mrs. J. Keith Aubrook
Roger & Barbara A. Bacon
Barbara Y. Barton
Dinah Bear
David & John Bellinger
Stephen Bilanow
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Charlotte J.K. Brower
Jean T. Brown
Ann Brhimiller
Joan & David Challinor
Ken & Lynn Cline
Bill and Stacie Condrell
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Cooper
Mary Frances Cotch
Bonnie Charles Courtney
Lewis & Kathleen Crampton
Michael & Ellen Cronin
Emily Davison
Catherine M. Delacy
Benjamin L. DeWitt
William & Carolyn Deying
Ronald & Jacqueline Dunlavey
Nancy Dupree
Allen M. Earman
Lucille P. Eason
Wendy & Tom Eichler
Veronica Elane Elms
Peter & Kathryn Enchelmayer
MIDDLE C
Your neighborhood music store and more!

Print Music
Music Lessons
Instrument Rentals & Sales
Music Posters
Music Accessories
Gifts

4000 Wisconsin Avenue, NW Washington, D.C. 20016
Fax 202-332-0903
www.middlecmusic.com

JOEL SNYDER
President & CEO

House of Musical Traditions
Folk Instruments, Books & Recordings From Around The World
Lessons, Concerts, Repairs, Imports & Mail Order Sales
Since 1967

Sun-Mon: 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Tues-Sat: 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
DAVID E. EISNER, Owner
7040 Carroll Ave.
Takoma Park, MD 20912
301-270-9090
http://www.musicaltraditions.com

Audio Description Associates

Audio Description Services

THE WASHINGTON REVELS
Recordings
& Books
on sale now in both lobbies!

CDs $18 • Tapes $10
Books • T-shirts
Greeting Cards • Ornaments
Gift Certificates

CDs $18 • Tapes $10
Books • T-shirts
Greeting Cards • Ornaments
Gift Certificates

1998 Shepherd’s Alley
Washington Revels CD

Friend
Anonymous – 10
A Nonna Maus
Mary Ackerman
Anna Amato
Irene E. Ammann
Joors E. Austin
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Baldwin, Jr.
Tapperton Blackwell
Mary Blandford
Elainer Block
Stuart Blue & Christopher Thacher
Kathy Bradley
Mrs. Mary Brooking

Bruce H. Burnside
Russ P. Cane
Elisabeth Carroll
Barbara M. Cassidy
Cynthia Chess
Susan Chung
Barbara H. Colgate
Gail E. Collins
Virginia Collins
Robert G. Colson
John & Linda Connannon
Gpt. Jim & Sandy Cooper
Mary Gatherson
Laurel Cullen
Margo M. Guimy
April Gamow
Beth Caron & Ewan Wintner
Douglas E. Dancis
Bill & Lorraine D’Antonio
Ron Duvale
Laura De Prest
Virginia W. Freewy
John & Marcia Duncan
Lisa Dunlop
Janet C. Duire
J. C. & Ruane Ewing
Harvey & Bonnie Ferguson
Bertie J. Fitzgerald
Nancy Ford-Kohn
Eleanor Fox

THE WASHINGTON REVELS
Recordings
& Books
on sale now in both lobbies!

CDs $18 • Tapes $10
Books • T-shirts
Greeting Cards • Ornaments
Gift Certificates

CELEBRATE YOUR WEDDING OR COMMITMENT
In a creative way that reflects your values.

Personalized Meaningful Humanistic
Ceremonies are held at the location of your choice or use our
modern hall.
Officiants licensed in MD, VA and DC
www.EthicalSociety.org
WES@EthicalSociety.org
202.882.5650
With Grateful Appreciation

This multi-cultural effort could not have happened without incredible support throughout our local community. We wish to thank the following for their enthusiastic help with this project:

- His Excellency, Ambassador Sorin Dumitru Ducaru and The Embassy of Romania.
- Getta Juverdeanu, Cultural Attaché to the Embassy of Romania.
- His Excellency Ambassador Mansingh and the Embassy of India for hosting a Gala reception.
- Mrs. Indira Mansingh for introducing us to Diwali and the Festival of Lights.
- Mr. V.V. Rao, Cultural Attaché to the Embassy of India.
- His Excellency Ambassador András Simonyi and The Embassy of Hungary.
- Gyongyi Szenaky, Cultural Attaché to the Embassy of Hungary.
- Her Excellency, Ambassador Elena Poptodorova and The Embassy of Bulgaria.

- Marinela Petkova, assistant to the Ambassador of Bulgaria.
- Folklore Society of Greater Washington and the World Music and Dance Institute, especially Betsy and Jamie Platt, for supporting appearances by Khanî Doş.
- Bret Werh, ethnomusicologist at The Holocaust Museum for introducing us to Khanî Doş.
- Cultural anthropologist Carol Silverman from the University of Oregon and her husband Mark Levy, ethnomusicologist, for sage advice at the start of the project.
- Carol Silverman for her coaching in Romanes pronunciation.
- Balkan singing specialist, Carol Freeman, who researched music, carefully tutored the chorus in non-Western vocal placement and style, pronunciation and musical appreciation.
- Cathy Lamont, Rudy Petke, Rebecca Nazaretz from Tisza Ensemble for research and support.
- Dorina Nimigean for help with Romanian pronunciation.
- Larisa Lucaci for permission to use musical transcriptions from the CD Colinditorii: proceeds from sales are used to support an abandoned babies center in Targoviste, Romania.

The Washington Revels at the 2004 Flower Mart
Washington National Cathedral
sponsored by
All Hallows Guild

Friday, May 8 & Saturday, May 9
“A Salute to Mexico”
Free admission, Rain or Shine

Enjoy Flower Mart plants and crafts, the antique carousel and children’s games, AHG puppeteers, Tower Climbs and Garden tours and more!

Entertainment by Revels: Join in a Processional Parade through the Cathedral Grounds, sing along to traditional Revels May songs, enjoy the Garland & Maypole dances, expect a Mexican surprise or two! Follow the Padstow May “Oss, see the May Queen’s Coronation, enjoy the Master of the Revels & the Green Man as they cavort. Welcome Spring!

For information in the spring, go to www.revelsdc.org or www.cathedral.org/cathedral/flowermart
Dominique Charmaison, guardian, and Father Thierry François, priest of the Catholic Church of Saintes Maries-de-la-Mer, France and Father Claude Dumas from Toulon, France, for dramaturgical assistance and musical research.

Dr. Krys Mestas-LaCombe, poet/songwriter, singer and founder of La Psy qui Chante, a charity which aids marginalized members of society, who shared music from the Sara Kali pilgrimages.

Romani poetry recited is taken from Roads of the Roma, ed. Ian Hancock, Siobhan Dowd & Rajko Djuric, University of Hertfordshire Press.

Houston Revels’ Ruth Cross for background articles about Romani culture.


The Shakespeare Theatre, Olney Theater, BAPA, Tim Burch, Tommy Wang and Revels Inc. for properties. Special thanks to Bill Clague for construction of the caravan.

Revels, Inc., Montgomery College, Leanne Weiberg, Monica Mohindra, Celia Murphy, Tisza Ensemble, John Bartholomew, Julianne Harden, Larry Weiner and Margaret Loomis for costumes.

The Marpat Foundation for its generous donation of properties and costumes.

Christine McElroy, Rubino and McGechin, for accounting and bookkeeping support.

Flawn Williams for producing rehearsal CDs; and Flora Sanchez for videotaping rehearsals.

Elizabeth Pulford Miller for web assistance on both public and production sites.

Everyone who provided cheerful production assistance for the Gala Celebration.

All those who have offered hospitality and interpretive services to our guest artists.

Particular thanks to John Clewett for preparing music for the program book, program management for Revels participation in the 30th anniversary celebration for Mary Cliff, and incalculable support to the Washington Revels office staff.

And most especially to our dance consultants, whose expertise in musicology and dance, as well as cheerful teaching and community spirit, made this production possible: Larry Weiner, Cathy Lamont, Bryndyn Weiner and Prachi Dalal.
“Christmas is not a time
nor a season, but a state of mind.
To cherish peace and goodwill,
to be plenteous in mercy,
is to have the real spirit
of Christmas.”
— CALVIN COOLIDGE

Congratulations on
Twenty Years of Celebrating

The Washington Revels

Phil Mendelson, Councilmember At-Large
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Suite 400
Washington, DC 20004
(202) 724-8064
Pmendelson@dccouncil.us

Our constituent service representative
is available to help with your concerns.
If you would like to send us a tax-deductible contribution, help as a volunteer, learn about auditions or year-round Revels outreach performances, or add your name to our mailing list, please contact us:

The Washington Revels
7775 17th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20012
202-723-7528
Fax: 202-723-7805
Visit: www.revelsdc.org

Reveling in the joys of the Holiday Season,
Happy 21st Anniversary, Revelers!
From the
Lowell School Summer Programs
For boys and girls
Pre-Primary - Sixth grades
1640 Kalmar Road, NW Washington, DC 20012

LAW OFFICES
QUINN O’CONNELL, JR., PLLC
5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Suite 514
Washington, D.C. 20016
Telephone: 202-537-1820
Facsimile: 202-537-1821

Real Estate Settlements & Estate Planning
At It's Just Lunch, we get to know you....your likes, dislikes and a whole lot more!

You come in and talk to us for an hour. You tell us what you are looking for in another person.

Then we make the arrangements for the two of you to meet for lunch or a drink after work. It's fun, easy and relaxed!

So, give us a call! We'd love to meet you and see if we're right for you.

Washington 202.466.6699
Dating for Busy Professionals® • 50 Locations Nationwide

Directors:

Jennifer Reid  Melanie Carter  Bridget McCoy  Nancy Kirsch

For a fun, unique franchise opportunity call: 619.234.7200